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The Last Word
I couldn't help borrowing the
cliche for this final column in
Today Ever since I announced my
intention to go into "active
retirement" (and that was over a
year ago) I have been experiencing
"last things." There was the last
opening convocation, the last board
meeting, and the last
commencement.
People often ask how I feel about
retiring from the presidency. My
usual answer is to quote Clark Kerr,
former president of the University of
California and widely known writer
on educational matters, who said
that the college presidency is not a
career, but a segment of a career. I
never planned on becoming a
college president. My aim was to do
the job at hand as well as possible.
After serving as a pilot in the second
World War, I taught school for a
couple of years, directed a
missionary radio station in
Guatemala for two more, and then
returned home to attend seminary
which in turn directed me on to
graduate work in SCotland.
Mywork at the college level
began in a Christian college in the
Midwest where I taught for nine
years. Then it-was off to a secular
university in Kentucky where I
established a department of religion
and went on to become the Dean of
Arts and Humanities. At age 58,
Whitworth invited me to become
president and I gladly accepted.
. How do I feel about moving on
mto what is somewhat ineptly
called "retirement?" Great! The pace
for these past seven years has left
little time for a number of things
which should never be squeezed
out of life. Yet along with the
demands of the presidency have
come an incredible number of
rewarding experiences and
associations. I wouldn't have missed
them for anything.
Best of all has been the strong
sense of God's guiding hand. While
Whitworth has been where I work ,
the Lord is ultimately the one jor
whom I work As you might expect,
hIS plans for me during this period
relate entirely to my responsibilities
at Whitworth. Retirement is simply
rnovmg on to the next chapter in a
story he is writing. My continuing
concern IS that I allow him to write
the narrative without some personal
editing on my part which always
seems to mess up the story line.
In Phillip's translation of'john's
letter to the church at Philadelphia,
the risen Christ declares, "See, I
have given you a door flung wide
open" (Rev. 3:8). I like that. God
rarely leaves us in doubt about the
next move when we genuinely want
his wilL He likes to "fling doors
wide open," Our problem is that we
like to go our own direction and
have a habit of kicking open the
wrong doors.
So, retirement will be what a
friend has called "an adventure in
availability." Whitworth has been
the most rewarding period of my
life. I am grateful to God for every
lesson learned and every
opportunity used for his greater
glory. But now it's time to move
ahead. If the Israelites failed to
reach their goal "because their
minds were fixed on-what they
achieved instead of on what they
believed" (Rom. 9:32), we also tend
to fail whenever we spend our time
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Today's
Mail
The editor and contributors to
the Whitworth College quarterly
paper are to be commended for the
way they keep us informed about
what is happening on and off
campus. I found the last issue on
bioethics particularly fascinating.
David Quiring, '59
Plainfield, NJ.
The attention given to the
chemistry department in the March
issue of Today was well deserved.
After graduating in biochemistry, I
went immediately into graduate
school in chemical engineering and
found that Whitworth was a wise
choice ...
It taught me to consider the
broader scope of technology, to
question not only "How can this be
translated into action?" but "What
will happen if we do that?"
The science instruction was
sound also - both my wife
(Christine Stauffer) and I took
biochemistry from Dr. Bocksch and
physiology from Dr. Stien. We then
pursued radically different paths yet
found we were better prepared than
most of our classmates [in graduate
school] .
Chris is now a nurse in medical
oncology administering many
experimental drugs including TNF,
Interferon, and Interleuken-2
(Cancer) and AZr (AIDS). My
research is in new methods of
purifying the products of genetic
engineering.
Jeff Sloan, '84
Tucson, Ariz.
President's
Comment
Continued from page 2
dwelling on what we've done rather
than on what God would have us
yet do. Someone recently said that
age sets in whenever you think that
your most significant contribution
lies in the past.
My "last word" is a word of
gratitude to God for allowing me
the privilege of serving his interests
at a school like Whitworth, a word
of appreciation for all who have
shared so generously in what our
founder called "a venture of mind
and spirit," and a word of personal
testimony that I can hardly wait to
see what is coming next.
V
OlSON
• Deane Arganbright, professor of
math and computer science, joined
a U.S. delegation of computer
science educators in May for a
three-week trip to the People's
Republic of China. The group was
part of the People-to-People Citizen
Ambassador Program and was
hosted by the Chinese Computer
Federation and China Association
for Science and Technology.
Arganbright is president of the
Northwest Inland Empire Chapter of
the Association for Computing
Machinery.
• Randi Ellefson, assistant professor
of music, flew to San Antonio, Texas
in March to participate in the
National Convention of the
American Choral Directors
Association. According to Ellefson
the biannual event gave him the
chance to explore new literature
and techniques used by some of the
nation's finest choirs.
• Delbert Friesen, assistant
professor of physics, attended the
Pacific Northwest Association for
College Physics conference in
Corvallis, Ore. in April and was
elected to that organization's board.
• Rodney Hansen, professor of
mathematics, will be on sabbatical
this fall to concentrate on writing
mathematical text material. He will
base his work at home, occasionally
traveling to other institutions to
consult with colleagues on the
project.
• Rick Hornor, theatre arts
instructor, traveled to Gresham, Ore.
in February to attend the Northwest
Drama Conference. He presented a
workshop on "Improvisational
Exercises as Training Tools for
Actors." Hornor teaches a class on
mime.
• Lois Kieffaber, associate
professor of physics, has been
appointed to the National
Committee on Women in Physics of
the American Association of Physics
Teachers. In March she attended the
Physics Teachers of the Inland
Empire meeting and delivered a
presentation, "Quark Card Garnes:
An exercise to familiarize students
with the elementary constituents of
matter,"
Faculty Focus
ARGANBRIGIIT
• Chris Meyer, assistant professor
of education, recently was
appointed by the Secretary of the
Interior to serve on the Bureau of
Indian Affairs Advisory Committee
for Exceptional Children.
• Arlin MigIiazzo, assistant
'professor of history, has received a
grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities to pursue
postdoctoral study on the family in
American history. He will attend a
seminar June through August at the
Institute for Social Research at the
University of Michigan.
• Leonard A. Oakland, associate
professor of English, spent five
weeks this spring working at the AFI
Fest of the American Film Institute.
Oakland currently is on sabbatical.
He noted that world-renowned
filmmakers and their works were
featured at the festival.
• Ed Olson, professor of physics
and geology, recently consulted in
the writing of a book Galled
"Teaching Science in a Climate of
Controversy," which was distributed
to 50,000 high school biology
teachers nationwide. The book was
published in association with the
American Scientific Affiliation, of
which he is president.
• Shirley Richner, professor of
education, went to Washington,D.C.
in February to attend the annual
meeting of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. Her national
involvement in this organization,
she noted, has kept her at the
forefront of changes in teacher
education. She is one of only three
liberal arts college representatives
on a 24-member board of directors.
• Dan Sanford, associate dean for
academic affairs and director of
international studies, has been
appointed Education Section chair
of the Jilin City, China program in
spokane. He will serve on the
Executive Board of the Jilin
Committee, working with Spokane's
newest sister city. Dan Sanford the
water colorist has exhibited his
works recently at the Group Health
Center, at the Corbin House Gallery
and at the Coeur d'Alene Gallery.
YODER
• Craig Thomas, assistant professor
of English, leaves this summer to
complete his doctoral thesis at
Harvard. While working on that
degree he also will be employed as
an instructor in the English
department.
• Robert Wauzzinski, assistant
professor in the Lindaman chair of
communications, technology and
change, has developed a new
course, "Christian Ethics." In
addition he has edited a chapter on
"Faith and Economics" to be
published by the Canadian Council
of Churches, and will see the
second edition of his book, "God
and Mammon," printed this
summer.
• Gordon Wilson, associate
professor of art, recently completed
a six-week showing of his large-
scale graphite drawings at the
Spokane An School. Included in the
exhibit was his "Garden of Eden"
series. At the April 4 reception
Wilson distributed fig leaves and
invited guests to clothe the
drawings in order to comply with
the Spokane An School's policy on
nudity.
• John C. Yoder, associate
professor of history and political
studies, has been given a Fulbright
Lectureship to teach African history
in liberia next year. Yoder will teach
at Cuttington University College,
and at the University of liberia.
Yoder is a central Africa specialist
and has taught previously in Zaire.
• Michael Young, associate
professor of music, will be on a
1987-88 sabbatical to focus on
composition of a major orchestral
work, and to do research and course
work in church music. This summer
he plans to audit church music
courses at St. Olaf College in
Minnesota. Come winter he will
travel to New Zealand where he
hopes hiking and photography will
stir the creative juices so he can
complete much of the composition.
Young will return to the Northwest
in the spring of '88.
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Robert H. Mounce, president
1981-1987
•
ec 10nS
On August 31,1987, Robert
Hayden Mounce will retire as
president of Whitworth College,
closing an administration that began
in January 1981.
The Mounce years have been
distinguished by an emphasis on
the Christian expressions of the
educational mission.
Under Mounce's leadership, the
college drafted a new statement of
the college's mission, formed
educational goals based on that
statement and developed strategies
for fulfilling those goals. President
Mounce played a strong role in the
selection of new faculty at a time
when nearly half of the existing
faculty entered retirement.
He presided over enrollment
growth, balanced budgets,
improved salary scales and a
fourfold increase in endowment.
During the Mounce years, a
revamped governance system and a
comprehensive schedule of
departmental reviews were
instituted. It was his privilege to
take the first official plunge in the
long awaited swimming pool and to
set in motion the most far-reaching
campus renovation in history,
funded by a $7 million tax exempt
bond issue. As he departs, the
college is prepared to launch its first
major capital campaign and to
celebrate its centennial.
Through his leadership,
Whitworth is poised to enter its
second century clearly focused on
the same purposes for which
George Whitworth founded it 100
years ago. The campus community
gathered to honor Bob and Jean
Mounce on April 26 with gifts and
words of praise and appreciation. A
special farewell ceremony was also
held during the April meeting of the
board of trustees.
Seattle PacificUniversity,where
Bob attended for a time during his
undergraduate days,wiJI present
- -
(ikfy greatest reward is a feeling that
the institution as a whole is on
track."
him with an honorary doctor of
humane letters degree at its
commencement, May30. Retire-
ment is an inaccurate description of
what Bob Mounce intends to do
after he leaves the presidency. He
has an on-going assignment from
Eerdmans Publishing Company to
write a series of lay commentaries
starting with the Gospel ofJohn.
He will continue his association
with the college by maintaining
contact with key potential donors to
the capital campaign.
He will deliver the Clapp Lectures
on leadership atWestern
Theological Seminary in April 1988,
and is considering a number of
other offers.
Those include consulting
opportunities in Korea, Peru and
Kenya, positions as theologian in
residence, teaching posts at two
seminaries and a university, and
interim pastorates at two churches.
Today asked President Mounce to
reflect on his years in office, and the
nature of the college presidency.
Here is what he said:
Today:Would you say skill with
people is the most valuable ability
for a president'
Mounce: That's an essential key.
Not the ability to glad-hand and pat
people on the back, but the ability
to evaluate, listen and understand
what people feel, what people
think.
Myexperience has affirmed my
confidence in the reliability of
scripture regarding human nature.
People's actions are quite
predictable given a set of
circumstances and given what
scripture teaches about both the
glory and the imperfections of
human nature. I think being
president also takes a certain
amount of orderliness. This is
something I tended to resist. I think
of myself as entrepreneurial and
motivational as over against the
merely functional. So the task is to
be orderly but not to spend too
much time at it. It's a game.
I can now carry on the essential
functions of the office - keeping
up with the flow of paper - in
about two hours a day. That comes
from a willingness to delegate
authority.
When you delegate, you're still
responsible, but where you have the
right people working for you, it has
a multiplying effect.When you get
the wrong person, it works exactly
the opposite; it's exponentially bad.
Today:What was it about being
president that you least expected?
Mounce: I was surprised at the
number of demands on my time
from constituencies apart from the
college. And having to sign my
name millions of times - I never
expected that.
And having conversations change
when I joined them. I didn't know
that would happen. During my
earlier years as a dean I enjoyed
constant contact with faculty.When
you take the position of president
you kind of step across a chasm.
One misses significant interaction
with faculty.
Today: When did you most feel
God's working in your presidency?
Mounce: I just read Phillips'
translation of a verse in Revelation
to the church at Philadelphia.
It says "I have given you a door
flung wide open ..."
In a sense the door to Whitworth
was flung wide open.
I didn't aspire to be a college
president. I was content where I
was.
But I was committed to doing
what God wanted and though the
search committee was working hard
and praying, from my side it was all
very easy. But it wasn't until after I
was here that I began to see a
number of reasons that led me to
believe that I was the right person
in the right place.
The first inkling I had was a note
from Dale Bruner [professor of
religion] saying, 'Your coming here
is proof that God still loves
Whitworth."
Itwas a touching note.
Today: Does a president shape the
institution, or does the institution
shape the president?
Mounce: Given a sufficient period
of time, I think that the leadership
shapes the institution more than the
institution changes a leader.
You tend to hire people who,
though not duplicates of yourself,
share your vision for the
institution. FrankWarren is the
example of a person who, over a
period of 23 years, left his stamp on
this institution perhaps more than
anyone else. I'm sure that had
someone different from Frank
Warren come here, Whitworth
would have been quite different.
But the institution does change a
person - it gives you new insights.
But it takes a long time to work
through them. The older you get,
the longer it takes to process an
idea which is distinctly different
from the structure of knowledge
you've created.
This is because among other
things, you have to restructure what
you thought you knew. And if
you've lived a long time, you have
to admit that you've been wrong for
a long period of time.
Today:What has been the greatest
satisfaction of your presidency?
Mounce: Mygreatest reward is a
feeling that the institution as a
whole is on track in terms of its
basic mission - not a new mission,
but a restated one.
Of course, that's an ongoing
process; there are still areas that
need attention.
But that's my greatest satisfaction.
That and having tackled a difficult
job and done it with a reasonable
amount of success.
Today: If your presidency is
symbolized by the new mission
statement, ["to glorify God by
providing students with an
educational experience
distinguished by excellence,
oriented by a world view shaped by
SCriptureand designed to prepare
students for effective life, work and
service throughout the world,"]
what will symbolize the next
presidency?
Mounce: Of the three points in the
statement that give substance to the
first one, how Whitworth glorifies
God, I suspect the first point, that is,
to provide education distinguished
by-excellence, will be the major
focus.
But it will be a broad focus in that
the capital campaign will promote
an emphasis on a lot of the physical
facilities necessary for excellence.
Dr. Lindaman made his major
contribution through the third of
the three points. His vision was of
the wider impact of a Christian
college on the whole world through
the life,work and service of our
graduates. I think mine has been to
strengthen our orientation to a
Christian world view, along with a
strong emphasis on academics.
But I think the next president,
because of the centennial, should
be a person extremely gifted in
contact with the corporate world
and fund raising, but who will not
let academics go astray in any sense
of the word.
1 ...... _
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HUMAN
SEXUAL/IT
WEEK
It saturates our
society. We're
obsessed with it.
But we're not very
good at talking
about it, nor at
helping our young
people deal with it.
At Whitworth, we've
chosen to take up
the challenge of
dealing with the
subject of sexuality.
In a recent series of
seminars called
Human Sexuality
Week, students
talked about the
issues and explored
spiritual guidelines.
Here is a report of
the week's activities.
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"If sexual behavior
should conform to
personal values,
how can you make
wise choices if you
don't know what
your values are?"
by Jennifer Jackson
Starting The Healing
"Sexualrights have
to be seen in context
of what God calls us
to be."
he atmosphere in Warren Hall
lounge was relaxed. Itwas
almost ten o'clock; this
was the last seminar
P, // held Thursday eveningy __.,during Human sexuality Week this
~ spring on the Whitworth campus.
The nine students in attendance had draped
themselves over the upholstered chairs and
sofas of the lounge. They were listening to Dr.
Robert Matthies, a Spokane doctor, talk about
sexually transmitted diseases. He had described
the kinds of diseases in current circulation, their
symptoms, and how to avoid getting them. He
had reassured the students that they couldn't
catch AIDSby being around a person who has
it.
Then, because one of the goals of Human
SexualityWeekwas to help students relate their
faith to their actions, Dr. Matthies asked the
question that stopped everyone cold.
It was a simple question: What are the values
that are most important to you, the values more
important than life itself?
The silence was intense. Nobody could come
up with even one. Someone suggested honesty,
but it hardly seemed something you would die
for.
Finally Dr. Matthies broke the tension and
went on to talk about his values as a doctor. But
the question hung in the air, and with it an
even more disturbing question: If sexual-
behavior should conform to personal values,
how can you make wise choices if you don't
know what your values are?
That is the quandary for college students who
have never formulated their values. It is the
quandary for a nation that has taken a laid-back
attitude toward values, and is confused over the
morality of abortion, divided over the rights of
homosexuals, and lacking direction on pre-
marital sex.
During Human SexualityWeek at Whitworth
College, students were challenged to stop and
think about their values. They were challenged
to understand the physical aspects of their
sexuality, as well as how culture influences
sexual identity. Most of all, they were
challenged to put their sexuality in a Christian
perspective and view it as a positive part of their
nature.
•
How do we celebrate sexuality in a broken
and hurting world?
AtMonday's Forum at the start of Human
SexualityWeek, Richard Mouw, the conservative
Christian theologian, addressed this question.
"Insofar as the sexual revolution that began a
few decades ago promised us risk-free genital
intimacy," Mouw said, "the revolution is over.
We're going through a time of sexual sadness."
Mouw is professor of Christian philosophy
and ethics at Fuller Theological Seminary, and
the author of several books on the challenge of
modem discipleship. As lead-off speaker for
Human sexuality Week, he presented the
biblical values and attitudes that should guide
Christians in the aftermath of the sexual
revolution.
First,Mouw stated the guidelines that were
his point of departure: from a biblical
perspective, sexual intimacy is to be valued
within the boundaries of a heterosexual,
monogamous relationship.
"In this post-revolutionary age we need as
Christians to emphasize the celebration of
sexuality as an important aspect of God's
intentions as portrayed in the creation story,"
Mouwsaid.
But he didn't stop there. Mouw said that the
Christian community also needs to recognize
singleness as a legitimate vocation equal to the
vocation of family.The Old Testament
emphasizes the importance of family and
children because that was how faith was passed
on, Mouw explained. Based on parts of the New
Testament, it may be better to be single, and
dedicate one's life more fully to God.
"There is no automatic assumption that
everyone has the right to genital intimacy," he
said. "Sexual rights have to be seen in context
of what God calls us to be."
He stressed that a society that recognizes
singleness as a legitimate lifestylewill probably
do a better job of helping its young people
cope with temporary singleness.
The Christian community also needs to see
sexual healing as a process, Mouw said. The
church is called, not to condemn people, but to
tell them about the redeeming grace of God.
The fact that the Church has condemned
people for their behavior means Christians
should approach sexual issues with an attitude
of humility.
"The first thing we have to do is repent of the
sins of our own Christian past," Mouw said.
"Then we've got to deal honestly with our own
lives. I talked to a group of lesbians in Los
Angeles and I said at the beginning, we're all
involved in false advertising. You folks aren't
very gay, and I'm not very straight. I'm a broken
person sexually, I'm a crooked person sexually.
And we all are."
It is only after acknowledging that
brokenness, Mouw said, that Christians can
enter into an open and honest discussion, can
see this time of disillusionment as an
opportunity to explore what it means to
proclaim sexual good news in a broken and
hurting world.
--
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Walking The Line
Themain purpose of
the workshop was to
help people
understand that
homosexuals
are not the modern-
day lepers.n
"Thereis a line
between compassion
and condoning.
Jesus walked it;
we can, too. n
8
xcept for the Forums on Monday and
\ Friday, Human Sexuality Week was
\ organized around seminars held
,It;, each evening in the residence
r~ halls. Some topics were chosen
y to help students understand the
./ physical aspects of sexuality. At a
/ seminar called "Managing the Urge to
Merge," a group of students listened to
Howard Stien, professor of biology, explain in
his usual droll manner how the central nervous
system controls sexual behavior. Eight students
showed up for a discussion of masturbation. A
film shown in the Health Center covered the
subject of male reproductive health, including
the use of condoms.
Several years ago, according to a student who
attended the seminar on homosexuality, the
attitude among students on campus was, 'There
are people who are homosexual in our society."
This year, students are saying "I know someone
who is homosexual," and judging by the
number of students who came to the seminar,
they are also saying "I don't know how to deal
with it."
Because this was the first time for some to
deal with the problem, they didn't know how to
express their concem in words.
"Nobody really asked questions," a student
noted, "but it was still good to hear the subject
discussed openly."·
The seminar helped students see there is
more to the subject than they realize. Greg
Hamann, associate dean of students, presented
some of the 70 reasons that people may be
homosexual and pointed out that nobody really
has the definitive answer.
But the key to dealing with homosexuality
lies not in understanding why people are
homosexual, but in understanding our response
to it, according to Richard Evans, music
department chairman and a seminar leader.
'The main purpose of the workshop was to
help people understand that homosexuals are
not the modem-day lepers," he said. 'The
emphasis was on what there is within ourselves
that reacts so negatively when we think about
homosexuality, "
Negative reactions, according to Evans, are a
result of the limited range of expression
American culture allows men. Male
characteristics such as strength and
aggressiveness are valued; sensitivity and
expressiveness are not.
'That's one reason for homophobia," Evans
explained. "Accepting these characteristics in
men threatens the male-dominated culture."
To help free male students from the
stereotype and alleviate their fears, Evans has
counseled students and conducted campus
workshops on what it means to be male.
'The reason I'm involved in this is because
I'm in a field where men have to be
expressive," explained Evans, who teaches
instrumental music and conducts the Wind and
Jazz Ensembles. "I came from the typical male-
dominated family, and I've had to deal with
these expressive areas of myself. Until you deal
with yourself, you can't deal with the topic."
While the Christian response to
homosexuality is one of compassion and
understanding, Dr. Evans said that there is a
difference between compassion for
homosexuals and condoning their behavior. He
cited the Presbyterian Church's 1978
recommendation to welcome homosexuals as
worshippers, but not to ordain practicing
homosexuals as ministers.
"All you have to do is go back to the New
Testament and look at how Jesus dealt with the
counterculture," Dr. Evans said. 'There is a line
between compassion and condoning. Jesus
walked it; we can, too."
Walking that line instead of "prooftexting,"
using scripture to support one's beliefs, was
also the approach taken at a seminar on what
the Bible says about promiscuity. Students who
came to the seminar in the Chapel Conunons
wanted to know where in the Bible promiscuity
was forbidden.
"Students are struggling with the problem,"
explained Carol Cook, one of the campus
chaplains who led the seminar. "They see so
much sexual activity around them, but they're
told it's wrong. It's an area of much confusion."
Nancy Fox, a campus chaplain, used as her
starting point the fact that Christ wants us to
move away from legalism and move toward
making mature choices based on biblical
guidelines. The examples she gave included
Colossians 3:17: "Whatever you do in word or
deed, do everything in the name of the Lord
Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through
him."
"This leads us to see love as a giving up of
self for others' growth and health and
wholeness, instead of a taking," Fox said.
She also read passages from Romans 14:23:
"...whatever does not proceed from faith is sin,"
and I Corinthians 6:12-13: "All things are lawful
for me, but not all things are helpful," and 'The
body is not meant for immorality, but for the
Lord, and the Lord for the body."
"Scripture is pretty clear that sexual
intercourse outside of marriage is not God's
will," Fox said.
"If you want to know how fur you can go,
how much you can get away with," Fox told the
students, "you're asking the wrong question!"
She challenged them to consider what
questions they should be asking instead.
----~-
everal seminars dealt with cultural
expectations and sexuality. Seminars
on "Growing Up Male" and
"Growing Up Female" explored how
our culture influences sexual
identity. At "Looking Good," students
discussed the relationship between
appearance and intimacy. A discussion on
date rape included a look at sex role
stereotypes and the mixed messages men
and women send each other in dating
situations, while another seminar considered
how insecurity interferes with sexual decision
making.
At a seminar on sex in advertising, history
professor Michael DeGolyer and his wife
Deborah gave everyone paper and pencil and
asked them to rate a series of pictures from
mainstream magazine ads on how much each
"speaks to you of sex." Students' ranking of the
pictures ranged from lacivious to wholesome.
Good-looking bodies rated highest and pictures
of children lowest.
Then Michael DeGolyer asked students how
many times their parents talked with them
about sex and how often sex was discussed in a
church-related activity.The averages for both
areas were less than ten times.
After this poll of the attitudes and
background of the participants, the DeGolyers
showed a large scroll of magazine ads that
presented sex in an exploitive manner -
implied intercourse, parts of bodies used to
illustrate ads and images of passive, fawning
women.
These ads hold up a mirror to women,
Deborah DeGolyer said. They imply that unless
you're thin, young, beautiful and have "no .
pores," you aren't sexy. In advertising, she said,
sex is presented as something you can buy. So
if you don't buy the product, or can't aflford it,
you're not sexy.
Michael DeGolyer pointed out we're being
bombarded with images of sex from television
- 20,000 suggestive scenes in a year of prime
time shows - magazine ads and radio lyrics.
When we only discuss sex with our family or in
church a few dozen times, we end up reflecting
the culture around us instead. "It's no wonder
people are confused about sex and have ..
problems relating to other people In a posmve,
healthy manner," he added.
Instead, the natural expression of sex should
. be one of acceptance, as in a family, he said.
Putting It In Perspective "The re~! satisfaction of sex comes in that
context.
Selling Sex
byJohn Caner
"Whenwe only
discuss sex with our
family or in church
a few dozen times,
we end up reflecting
the culture around
us instead"
"Sexuality is not
something we do or
create, it is
something we are.
We live in it,
Itis an
extraordinary gift
for thejourney of
life."
HumanSexuality Week ended with a Forum
by two marriagecounselors, Don and Deanda
Roberts. The Roberts talked about the
emotional handicaps people bring to sexual
relationships. They talked about people who
form relationships out of fear of being alone.
They talked about people who have bought
into the cultural fantasy of "passion above all"
and cannot differentiate between the passion of
the moment and a life-long commitment to
another person.
"Sexuality IS not something we do or create,"
Deanda Roberts emphasized. "It is something
we are. We live in it. It is an extraordinary gift
for the journey of life."
Putting sexuality in this perspective and
seeing it as a positive pan of human nature is as
important as looking closely at the issues. Dr.
Evans commented that part of the problem in
dealing with homosexuality is that our culture
is obsessed with sexuality, considers it "the big
sin," while in truth it is just one of many
committed by a nation preoccupied with
material wealth.
At the seminar on biblical perspectives, Dr.
Dale Bruner, professor of religion, pointed out
that sexuality is usually associated with the Fall
and is equated with sin, while it is actually part
of the creation story.
"If you look at Genesis 2, you'll see that
sexuality was created when God says, 'It is not
good for man to be alone," Dr. Bruner said.
This point, that sexuality is part of the good
creation ordained by God, was also emphasized
by Richard Mouw at Forum earlier in the week.
Mouw also went back to Genesis, to the part of
the creation story when GOdputs Adam to
sleep, and Adam awakes to find Eve.
"Adam says, ~t last, flesh of my flesh, bone of
my bone; at last, someone with whom I can
celebrate in a very special and intimate way,' "
Mouw said. "We'vegot to rediscover that
biblical celebration of sex, the at last dimension
of sexuality."
Then, Mouw said, we need to integrate
sexuality into the larger pattern of human
relationships.
"The Bible begins' and ends with human
beings ruling the earth," Mouw said, "and
sexual delight and reproduction are an aspect
of that, but it's not the whole thing. We have to
integrate sexuality as pan of the the larger
rhythms of human life, and remember that
we're created to work together and to honor
each other, as partners in the work of God."
.e--
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For Rhonda Koele, chair of Human sexuality
Week and director of the campus health center,
the goal of the week is that students make
responsible sexual decisions.
"We've got students, on the one hand, who
think everything is black and white, right or
wrong, there is no in-between," Koele explains.
"These students need to see where that attitude
leads them"
Where it can lead them, Koele says, is into
irresponsible sexual behavior. An example is
the rationale Koele hears for not using birth
control.
"Students feel there's less personal
responsibility if it's just spur of the moment, if
it's not something they planned to do," Koele
explains.
"Then we've got the other side of things, the
students who think anything goes, everything's
free, they can do anything they want and it's not
going to hurt anybody and it's not going to hurt
them They have to realize that's not anywhere
near the truth. There are consequences; there is
the need to choose."
Koele believes it is important that both types
of students get a better grasp of what they
believe and why they believe it
"It's an area students find hard to talk about
Human Sexuality Week gave them permission
to talk about sexuality. We hope it will have an
ongoing effect and that they'll feel free to talk to
staff members and teachers."
Black Named
Interim President
The Whitwortil Board of Trustees
has confirmed Joseph PH Black,
vice president for institutional
advancement, as interim president
of Whitworth, according to Jack W
Hatch, chair of the board of trustees.
Black will assume his duties
September 1, following the August
31 retirement of President Robert
Mounce.
Black's appointment comes as a
result of a recent decision by
Whitworth's Presidential Search
Committee to reopen its search to
fill the presidential position. Black
was chosen by the Personnel
Committee of the board after
interviews with key campus officials.
Trustee Curt Shoemaker, a
Spokane attorney and chair of the
committee, announced the
appointment to the campus at a
meeting on April 30. According to
Shoemaker, the committee had
considered a number of alternatives
for dealing with the time between
Mounce's departure and the naming
of a new president, which could be
as short as four months or as long as
one year.
Health Center Director Koele:
Facing the Choices
KOELE
Koele realizes that even talking about
sexuality may be considered controversial for a
Christian college. But she believes that if the
college refuses to help students deal with it,
they're going to go someplace else for
guidance.
"At least we get a chance to have some
impact on their decision," Koele says. "I think
we're unique in that a lot of Christian colleges
refuse to have any. If we're open to discussing
it, then we've got a shot at getting them to think
about their values and the decision that they're
going to make."
A decision that the college seeks to influence
through individual counseling is what to do in
the case of unplanned pregnancy. Koele and
her staff provide confidential pregnancy testing
and extensive counseling to let students know
what their options are. Koele also helps
students explore the consequences of their
decisions and gives support in all stages of
working out a solution.
"My goal in these discussions is to let them
see that there are viable options besides
abortion," Koele says. "I tell them about the
kind of support available in the Spokane
community, the agencies that provide medical
care, a place to stay, baby clothes and supplies
for the woman who chooses to have her baby
and either put it up for adoption or keep it."
Koele says it is hard, however, to sway
someone who has made up her mind to have
an abortion. In that case, Koele provides what
few counseling services do: post·abortion
counseling to help the woman deal with the
consequences of her decision.
"It's not easy to get a young woman to deal
with the guilt. Most tum away from facing it
because it's so painful," Koele says. "If they
don't deal with it now, they'll have to deal with
it sometime. They have to realize that in their
situation, none of the choices are easy, none of
the choices are free of life-long consequences."
Outside administrators were
ruled out because the time it would
take someone to become
knowledgeable about the college
could be longer than the interim
period, according to Shoemaker.
Black has been in his present
position since 1985. He is
responsible for the admissions,
development, alumni relations,
church relations and public
relations departments of the
college. He has served as
administrative coordinator of the
Presidential Search Committee, but
will be relieved of those duties
immediately in preparation for his
assignment.
Black is a 1960 Whitworth
graduate and holds two degrees
from Princeton Theological
Seminary. Prior to coming to
Whitworth, he was a fund-raising
consultant for Barnes and Roche,
Inc.
"Mounce's first response was that
he'd do whatever is best for
Whitworth," Shoemaker said. "But
he has plans and opportunities that
we were reluctant to ask him to
suspend for such an indefinite
period."
The alternatives included asking
Mounce to extend his retirement
date, bringing in an outside
administrator, and naming someone
from within.
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Search for New
President Continues
The search for a successor to
President Robert H. Mounce, who
will retire at the end of August, has
been reopened.
The first-round search produced
three candidates, one of whom
withdrew, having decided to remain
in her current position as president
of a college in the Southeast. The
other two, William Dunifon, PhD.,
dean of the College of Education at
Illinois State University, and Walter
Eckelmann, PhD., former senior
vice president for technology, Sohio
Petroleum Corporation, accepted
the committee's invitation to
participate in the campus phase of
the search process.
''What we saw clidn't warrant
making either one of the candidates
president of Whitworth," Victor
Pentz, chairman of the search
committee told the Whitworthian.
'The committee's decision was
confirmed by evaluations from
students, faculty and staff."
While the position will be
readvertised, Pentz said, the
committee's search methods will
focus more on personal contacts.
Higher education leaders, pastors,
and members of the Whitworth
family will be contacted for names
of possible candidates.
Faculty award winners named
STIEN
Whitworth has won its second
Burlington Northern Foundation
FacultyAchievement Grant totaling
$9000.
Renewal of the grant means two
outstanding faculty members will be
recognized at the end of each
academic year for the next three
years. Each winner will be awarded
$1500.
Whitworth participated in
Burlington Northern's pilot Faculty
Achievement AwardProgram and
was given a three-year grant which
ended this year.
Recipients for 1986-87are Pat
Stien, chairman of the theatre arts
department, and KathyStorm,
associate professor of psychology.
Stien directs the Whitworth Players,
a student actors group that recently
toured Colorado presenting Stien's
adaption of "The Singer." Storm
holds a Ph.D. in clinical psychology.
Both were chosen for their high
academic standards and consistently
favorable evaluations from students.
Facultymembers are nominated
by their colleagues for the awards.
Selections are made by a faculty
committee and Dr. Darrell Guder,
vice president for academic affairs. STORM
Houser Retires:
Hitting High Notes
"Ice cream...Ice cream...Ice
cream...Ice cream!" Dr. Frank
Houser, who is retiring as a member
of the Whitworth Sociology
Department after 28 years, was most
visible, campus and community
wide, as the high tenor in
Whitworth's 1985 production of
"The MusicMan." The faculty
quartet of which Houser has been a
member for the past ten years was
cast in the roles of RiverCity's
singing school board.
Frank's high "B" may have been
the high point of "Ice Cream" but
after talking to him, one comes
awaywith the impression that, even
though he is retiring from his
present teaching position, new
highs await him.
The first is a year's appointment
to teach English language and
American culture at Nanjing
University,which ranks second only
to Peking among universities in the
People's Republic of China. Frank
and his wife, Helen, will leave for
China July 23, stopping over in
Hawaii before flying on to be there
when classes begin September I.
Nanjing, 180 miles west of Shanghai,
is hot and humid in the summer
and fairlymoderate in the winter
according to Frank. "However, we
understand that classrooms are not
heated during the cool months so it
will tie necessary to wear coats in
class."
Whitworth has an exchange
program with Nanjing and when
Frank leamed about the opening for
the 1987-1988year, he applied and
was accepted. He says, "It's a neat
way to begin retirement.
"Helen and I will live on campus
in the 'Foreign Experts Building'
where we will also have our meals."
Even though Frank's future students
who are enrolled in the department
of language are relatively fluent in
English, the Housers are attempting
to become acquainted with the
Chinese language.
''We hope to travel during the
three-week winter break - perhaps
to Tibet. Right now is an exciting
time to be in China. There are so
many changes taking place."
What does Frank see as most
significant in his teaching years at
HOUSER
Whitworth?
He leans back in his office chair,
folding his hands behind his head
and considers the question. Then,
he hunches forward.
'The change in my life that began
a little over ten years ago." ·He
speaks with certainty and without
hesitation.
"I began as a one dimensional
teacher in getting across ideas and
analysis - into student's heads. I
used to be academically
demanding. I was trying to be
faithful to teaching good "soche".
But the last ten years - I'm more
concerned about totality, what they
(students) feel. I see life more
holistically than I once practiced. I
used to be narrow."
For example?
"Well, I used to go to every
Forum. It was a sense of obligation.
Now I'm more selective. Now I
spend some of that extra time going
down to watch basketball practice.
It's a better way to get to know your
students. "
What brought about the change?
"Back beginning in 1974 several
things happened all at once. I
received my Ph.D. from Columbia
University.That was also the year of
'Expo'. And then in 1975came my
heart operation."
A regular runner, Frank had been
experiencing some chest pain -
angina as it turned out. After a
particularly painful episode while
running one morning, he
underwent open heart, by-pass
surgery. His recovery has been
excellent. "The doctor credited
running with saving my life. He
believed that constant exercise had
built up peripheral arteries in the
heart area.
"But, after that experience I asked
myself, 'What am I living for?'.
"I broadened my interest in life.
Music, singing, the cello, athletics
- tennis took more of my time. As
I broadened my life's interests, 1
became more interested in my
students, took time for them,
became more sensitive - they are
sensitive.
"I remember one particular
instance when a student made a
contribution just as the class ended.
1said his contribution was
'noteworthy.' The next few sessions
I noticed he was absent.
"I asked another student if he
knew why. He felt that the fellow
was put off by something 1 had said.
Finally, 1went down to the gym
where the missing student was
shooting baskets and 1 asked him,
'What's going on?'.
'Then he told me that I had said
his contribution was, 'not worthy.'
Wegot that straightened out.
'That episode scared me about
communication with students. I
wondered about how many others
there might have been. It tended to
introduce more humility into my
life.
"Perhaps the change in me is best
illustrated by a student I had here
prior to 1974.She was an
undergraduate then. She finally left
school, married and had a family.
Recently she returned to complete
her education. You know, Dr.
Houser,' she said, 'you are so
different, so warm, so human, so
approachable."
Frank smiles, enjoying the
recollection of the woman's
honesty.
Right now, he does not see
himself retiring as a teacher. The
career to which he felt a calling
while still a junior at Houghton
College will still call him, in one
way or another, to convey what
Christian revelation has to say about
society. Continuing research in the
field of sociology is also in the
picture.
And where does Frank see
himself going?
"Well,growing, continuing to
change, seeking for myself the very
best that 1can be in whatever 1do."
like reaching for those high
"B's."
byJeri McCroskey
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by Linda Lawrence Hunt
On West Berlin's stylish
Kllrfurstendarnm Boulevard, in the
heart of the resurrected commercial
district, stands the bombed-out shell
of the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial
Church. Rather than demolish and
rebuild it after the Allied bombings,
Berliners chose to construct a
contemporary church next to the
shattered remains of the once-
exquisite steeples.
Now the blackened spires soar
into the sky, illuminated at night, a
constant reminder of the tragedies
of World War II,when Berlin was
the capital of Hitler's Third Reich.
The church is West Berlin's most
striking symbol that it is a city that
has chosen, though not without
controversy, to remember the war.
In Berlin, international visitors
and German school children alike
visit museums, prisons and
memorials that offer powerful
testimony to an era many Germans
might wish to forget. But they also
experience a flourishing
cosmopolitan city of two million
citizens, now preparing to celebrate
other, richer memories during its
750th anniversary festival.
Last January, 28 Whitworth
students and faculty flew to Berlin,
arriving in a European winter so
cold that even the polar bears in the
zoo huddled indoors. The Jan Term
pilot program, "Berlin Encounter,"
received funding help and program
assistance from West Berlin's
established church, the
Evangelische Kirche. It offered
students credit in religion or history
for their experience in a city many
believe provides a crucial window
on East-West relations.
An island of freedom deep within
East Germany, West Berlin is still
occupied by the American, French
and British military, a remnant of
the Four Powers Agreement that
ended World War II. For many
Americans, the memory is still vivid
of how fragile that freedom was
when, on June 24, 1948, Russians
closed the East German borders and
cut off land-based supply lines to
the city.
The Allied response was the
Berlin airlift - 213,000 flights over
11 months supplying food and fuel
for West Berlin's two million
residents. At the airlift's height, a
plane landed every three minutes.
On May 12, 1949, the Soviets lifted
the blockade.
But their frustration over Berlin's
status remained and erupted again
on August 13, 1961. Overnight they
established the Berlin Wall, a 45
kilometer barrier separating the two
sectors of the city. Some diplomats
have called the wall the "end point
of the Cold War."
The Berlin Encounter students
kept journals of their discoveries
about historical and contemporary
East and West Berlin, and they
agreed to share their impressions
with Today readers .
. . When we first pulled up to the
Wall, it didn't seem as threatening
as [ thought it would be. J think the
grafitti had a way of taking away
[rom the seriousness. But my
impression changed as soon as [
stood atop the viewing tower, looked
across and saw the other wall The
land in between the two walls
seemed to be the loneliest land in the
world...more barren than the desert.
Dave Janssens
... Today we visited the Reichstag,
Berlin's Parliament house before it
was disbanded during the Third
Reich. It's amazing to know J stood
where Hitler once stood J think if J
were a German youth, these would
beplaces of great interest. Yet, I'd
probably become tired of the
constant guilt these memorials
portray. Still, it's important to
remember, especially with the neo-
Nazi groups arising.
Janet Heminger
... Luckily, some grand old
buildings survived well enough to be
restored. Today we visited the
; ;e-.--
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Cbariottenburg Schloss, the summer
palace of Queen Sophia, the wife of
King Frederick. The extensive
collection of Romantic paintings
and other images of wealth
(porcelain, Chinese furnishings,
tapestries, and sculptures) were
quite impressive.
Lorinda Funk
... Another sight we visited today
was a prison where Nazi resisters
were executed, a small room about
the width of a one-car garage.
Hanging from the ceiling, near a
waU with small arched windows,
were five books which hung the
victims. There was also a cbopping
block to behead prisoners. To be in
the same room where murder was
performed on innocent victims was
overwhelmingly sobering.
Dave]ewett
... On Sunday, we worshipped at
St. Annen-Kirche in Dablem, a
confessing church during the Hitler
era. It's in a wealtby section of
Berlin, built in the 13th century,
and famous for its mosaics on the
uiall. Experiencing tbe service,
hymns, prayers and sermons in a
different language, which [ didn't
understand, gave me a different
view of God. The universality of
God was so real to me. God isn't
Presbyterian, he isn't American. His
influence and love spread way past
my national or international
understanding. .. and past any
economic level
Brad Larkin
... [wish so much [ could speak
German! several students
Encountering Berlin involved
wrestling with contemporary issues
in the church. Whitworth Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Darrell Guder, who lived in
Germany for twelve years, brought
the group into contact with Berlin's
church leaders-Propst Uwe Hollm,
second highest official in the
Church of Berlin; Bishop Kurt
Scharf, a leader in the confessing
church, jailed seven times during
the Third Reich; Barbel Eckhart, an
ecumenical parish worker who
arranges contacts between Western
and Eastern Bloc Christians; Frau
Christa Otto, director of the
Missionsheim; Dr. Christoph
Hilsberg, an adolescent pediatrician,
who is initiating a Young life style
ministry and Mr. and Mrs. Juergen
Klein, active lay leaders.
These people, who endured the
dark, terror-filled Nazi era, gave new
meaning to Christ's call 'You are the
light of the world." Their spirit and
hospitality warmed the visitors in
homes aglow with candles and rich
with mocha tortes, currant cakes,
chocolate, marzipan and strong
coffee.
Whitworth students met their
German counterparts in seminars at
the Oberlin School, where students
train to teach pre-school and
kindergarten, and at an institute of
catechetics which prepares religion
teachers to teach in public schools.
Despite wariness over' differences
ranging from personal style to
politics, friendships between
Whitworth students and German
students emerged amidst
sightseeing in "their" Berlin -
pizzerias, pubs and the city's hottest
dance spots - and late night
musings over American foreign
policy, sports and East-West
tensions. Natural curiosity and
common interests pushed aside
stereotypes and anti-American
sentiments and gave students from
both continents a new lens to see
the world.
... A different week, this second
week. 1stry different in the fact that
my emphasis changed from myseif
to others.
ail!Feigenbaum
... We spent an afternoon with a
leader of the Berlin church, Propst
Uwe HoUm, an enthusiastic member
of the Hitler Youth during the Third
Reich. As 1listened to Uwe talk about
the Nazi Youth, and how proud they
were when selected and bow great
they saw Hitler, 1was shocked. The
education 1had received never
mentioned the "so called" good
Hitler. After Uwe found out the
truth, he came near to killing
himself. Later, through the influence
of young Americans from tbe
Brethren church who helped rebuild
Germany, he became a Christian.
Brent Mason
· . . One interesting thing abou t
the trip was my first real experience
with anti-American sentiment.
Dave]ewett
.. "This has got to be a school for
social deviants, " was my first
impression of the Oberlin Scbool A
girl with orange spiked hair stood in
the comer and a guy with black
dyed hair and all black leather
clothing stood next to a guy with
long hair wearing bell bottom jeans
and an old t-shirt. Then these two
guys came to our table. But as
breakfast progressed, [ stopped
thinking of them as some deviants,
but as Andreas and Christian.
Andreas wants to kyack the
Colorado River and Christian wants
to drive a camper from New York to
Los Angeles.
Steve Olsoncncsei'
· .. On the 13th, we went back to
East Berlin on foot, and visited the
headquarters of the Student
Christian Movement of the East. The
group discussed the perspective and
preconceptions of East- West
relations with a pastor named
Dieter Probably the thing that struck
me most was his answer to Brent's
question, "[f you could go back with
us tonight to West Berlin, would
you?" His reply was, ''Myplace is
here. [ have a work to do. " That
struck me as one of the strongest
examples of WiDing service I've
heard in a long while.
Dave]ewett
· .. After setting up a schedule of
times to visit religion classes with
students for my research project, 1
went to the city library.
INCREDIBLE! Four million volumes
of information, and maybe 500 in
a language 1 can understand! It was
another good motivating force in
my goal to become fluent in
German.
Dave]ewett
· .. My image of the 'unfeeling
Communist East' has been destroyed
today. [ entered East Germany
expecting the people to be very
uncaring and the police to be
robots. When it became time for me
to leave for the West, 1was lost. A
beautiful girl; standing next to me
on the platform, spoke in fluent
English. "Many people get lost here.
Follow me and I'Ushow you the
way. " She led me down a flight of
stairs, past a couple of guards,
through two doors, straight to the
sign which said 'Exit Here.' "Thanks
a lot, "1 told her. With a big smile,
she said, "No problem. Hope you
enjoyed your visit to the East, " and
disappeared.
Steve Olsonowski
Commencement week activities
began Monday, May 11, in a
traditional Whitworth manner with
Senior Honors Forum. Four students
in formal attire introduced the
award presenters with Academy
Award-winning style and humor.
Forrest Baird, professor of
philosophy, took home the coveted
Most Influential Teacher award.
Saturday was a perfect day for the
Picnic in the Loop, attended by 400
people. After pumping hamburgers
and potato salad, guests were
treated to a performance of
"Pumping Irony," a collection of
satirical skits by the Whitworth
Players in the Music Recital Hall.
Then it was back into the sunshine
for a "Concert in the Park" by the
Whitworth Concert Band, directed
with flair by Dick Evans.
That evening, students took the
stage of Cowles Auditorium for "An
Evening with the Seniors," featuring
"Best Performances of the Year." liz
Zirkle sang "A little Brains, A little
Talent" from "Damn Yankees," Ken
Urie and Vicki Smith danced the
balcony scene from "Romeo and
Juliet," and Delaine Swenson
presented an excerpt from his one-
man show, "Benj, A. Franklin:
Civilized American." Urie received
the Alumni Ideals Award, given to
an outstanding senior by the Alumni
Association. Dessert was served
around the Campanile under the
stars, with the Whitworth Jazz
Combo providing background
music.
Commencement ceremonies at
the Spokane Opera House on
sunday, May 17, featured an address
by Robert Seiple, newly appointed
president of World Vision's U.S.
Ministries. He spoke on "Getting
There with Something to Say."
Whitworth President Robert
Mounce gave a farewell to the
graduates and presented the
President's Cup to three students
who had perfect 4.0 grade averages:
Sandra Wark, Kristen Will, and
Heather Wilhelm. The Servant
Leadership Award went to Steven
Matthies and Sandra Wark Student
speakers were Timothy Boggess and
Steven Matthies.
Trustee Dorothy M Mclarren
presented 60 students with master's
degrees and-Z56 undergraduates
with bachelor's degrees.
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NewsNotes
• "Script," the first student literary
magazine to appear at Whitworth
since the mid-70s, made its debut
May 4 at an autograph party in the
HUB. Co-editors Mark Eaton and
Beth Ann lindell hope it will
become a yearly publication.
• Senior John Cooper has won the
National Association of Teachers of
Singing (NA T.S.) Inland Empire
Voice Competition for the third year
in a row. He has performed in
various Whitworth productions and
with the Spokane Symphony. His
goal is to earn a master's degree in
music and then get an
apprenticeship with an opera
company.
• Sandra Wark, a senior
international studies major, won
first place, undergraduate division,
in a regional competition of phi
Alpha Theta, the history honorary
society. She presented two chapters
of her senior thesis, "Religion and
Communal Conflict in Northern
Ireland and Sri lanka: The Faith
That Divides."
• The Whitworthian captured third
place in the Washington Press
Association competition for four-
year college newspapers. Editor- In-
Chief Bob Coleman received the
award at a recent luncheon in
Bellingham, Wash.
• Pirate lineman Ken Hoppus is
headed back home to Alberta after
being drafted by the Edmonton
Eskimos, a Canadian Football
League team. Joining him at training
camp will be record-setting wide
receiver Wayne Ralph.
• Winners of the Spurlock Family
Fine Arts Competition Scholarships
are junior Connie Leedy (art) and
senior Brian Senter (theatre). Leedy
submitted three-dimensional pieces
and a drawing for the competition.
Senter's award was based on his
performance in a special audition
before scholarship judges. Leedy
and Senter each won $250.
• ASWCplanned and staged a
successful "Springfest 87" on
Saturday, April 25 in Spokane's
Riverfront Park. Sponsored by local
businesses (Key Tronic Corp., Utter
Cadillac, Cox Cable Co., Total Tan,
and Rocky Roccoco Pizza), the fun
run, booths and entertainment
raised more than $3,000 for
Spokane's Ronald McDonald House.
• History/political studies major J.
B. Meade was re-elected liSWC
president for 1987-88 in a campus-
wide vote March 20. Also chosen
were Eric Roecks, a communication
studies major, as executive vice
president, and business major Paul
Ramsey as financial vice president.
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Former Today
Editor Dies
Heritage Memorial
Fund Established
missionaries. Later Dr. Warren
joined the religion faculty at Seattle
Pacific College.
In 1940, the Warrens moved to
Spokane to begin 23 years at
Whitworth College. During that
time, Mrs. Warren was a member of
the Whitworth Auxiliary, Whitworth
Presbyterian Church and the YWCA
of Spokane. The demands of her
husband's duties required her to
assume the major responsibilities of
the home and three children, Joyce,
Virginia and Kenneth.
She also served through her skills
as a hostess. Dr. Warren frequently
brought unexpected guests home
for dinner on short notice. Once,
Lucile had half an hour to prepare
to serve breakfast to the governor.
Mrs. Warren spent her later years
at Rose Villa, a retirement home in
Portland, in the loving company of
her Whitworth friends Marion
Jenkins and Estella Baldwin.
At her memorial service,
Professors Homer Cunningham and
Alvin Quail gave recollections of
her, and Prof. Thomas Tavener sang
one of her favorite hymns.
In his remarks, Dr. Mounce said,
"During Lucile Warren's 23 years as
the wife of a college president, she
provided for Frank the kind of
continuing and loving support that
made it possible for him to excel in
his leadership role."
Joyce Starrett recalled her
mother's love of the Psalms, many
of which she knew by heart. At the
end of the service, her grandson,
Warren Ainley, spoke moving words
of love for his grandmother and
sang "The Lord's Prayer," her
favorite selection from his senior
recital.
At the family's request, the
WhitWorth College Scholarship
Fund was recipient of memorial
gifts.
Dawn B. Bowers, associate
director of public relations and co-
editor of Today from 1975 to 1980,
died March 3, 1987 at the age of 62.
A native Californian, she was a
graduate of the University of
Missouri School of Journalism. Her
career included newspaper,
television and wire service reporting
in California and free-lance writing
for newspapers and magazines in
Pakistan, Okinawa, Singapore and
Malaysia.
She moved to Spokane in 1974 to
write for the Expo 74 publications
department, and was author of the
commemorative book "Expo 74
World's Fair Spokane." She was also
associate editor of the "Columbia
Churchman" of the Episcopal
Diocese of Spokane from 1974 to
1980.
Grayhonored by
Women In
Communication
GRAY
"Woman of Distinction" is the
award bestowed by Women In
Communication, Inc., and this year
Nicolin P. Gray, professor emeritus
of biology, was one of three
recipients. Gray was honored for
putting her knowledge of toxic
plants and fungi to work as a
volunteer consultant for the
Spokane Poison Center.
TI,e official mycologist of the
Spokane Mushroom Club, Gray is
author of "Mushrooms of the Inland
Northwest" and "An Illustrated Key
to Plants of the Spokane Area"
containing her own scientific
drawings. She also has been
commissioned to describe and
illustrate Washington state's
wildflowers.
The wife of Alfred O. Gray,
professor emeritus of journalism,
she was one of the founders of the
Professional Chapter of the Inland
Empire. a group promoting
excellence in high schools.
The Ruby A Heritage Music
Scholarship Fund has been
established in memory of
Whitworth's former voice teacher
who died April 13 at age 85 in
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.
Heritage taught at Whitworth for
15 years following World War II. She
attended Lewis and Clark High
School in Spokane and later
graduated from Columbia
University. She also attended the
juilliard School of Music.
She sang for NBC Radio and
toured Europe before joining the
U.S.Air Force in World War II.
Assigned to Special services, she
entertained troops and raised
money for war bonds.
Heritage returned to Spokane
upon completing her Air Force
assignment and became active in
the community as a member of
Columbia Concerts, the Greater
spokane Music and Arts Festival, and
Friday Musical Club. She also was a
member of the Washington State
Music Teachers Association and
director of Sweet Adelines.
Donations to the scholarship fund
may be mailed to Whitworth
College, Attention: Ruby Heritage
Music Scholarship Fund, Station #7,
Spokane WA99251.
Lucile Warren dies
at age 90
WARREN
A memorial service was held at
Whitworth Presbyterian Church on
December 30 for Lucile Secord
Warren, widow of Whitworth's 12th
president, Frank Warren. She died in
Portland, Ore., on December 10,
1986, 23 years to the day after the
death of her husband. President
Robert Mounce officiated at the
service.
Lucile Secord was born in 1896 in
Oklahoma, and graduated as a
registered nurse from Central
College, Kansas. In 1922 she
married Frank Furniss Warren. The
couple spent seven years in Japan as
Today Associate
Editor Leaves
Lonna Baldwin, author of many
Today articles since 1983 and
associate editor since 1985, resigned
in March to take a position with the
Old National Bank of Washington
communications department.
An Eastern Washington University
graduate, she specializes in arts and
entertainment writing. Among her
memorable articles for Today was a
series of insightful profiles of
Whitworth fine arts professors and
their students.
Her colleagues miss her mighti Iy
and wish her well.
Alwnni Bulletin Board
Notes and
messages from the
Whitworth College
Alumni Director
Ron Detrick.
PHONATHON: DOllARS AND
GOODWILL
Whitworth students recently
received pledges totaling $33,370
for college scholarships during a
phonathon directed at alumni and
friends of the college.
Phonathon student coordinator
Trey Malicoat said the effort proved
very successful, topping the original
goal of$30,000.
"It was fun to compare stories at
the end of the night," Malicoat said.
'We heard some great Whitworth
tales from parents, friends and
alums."
INTERNATIONAL STIJDENTS
HONORED
The 650 international students
enrolled at Whitworth and other
area colleges were honored by the
City of Spokane on "International
Student Appreciation Day" May 5. A
reception in City Hall's Chase
Gallery and a ceremony held during
Tuesday's council meeting marked
the occasion.
Of Whitworth's 47 international
students, 7 graduated this May. In an
effort to keep Spokane's graduating
international students in touch with
each other over the years, the city's
Department of International
Development has created the
Spokane International Student
Alumni Club. Speaking to the
graduates, Mayor Vicki S. McNeill
said, "We hope you keep Spokane
in your hearts and minds as vou
pursue your careers. Alumni 'Club
members can be Spokane's
ambassadors of good will all over
the world."
HIGH RATEOF RETIJRN
Over 64 percent of the graduates
of the Class of 1937 returned to
campus for Commencement
Weekend events. Former Whitworth
president Mark L Koehler, Sun
Likes, Ariz. and class president W
Wilson Rasco, Seattle were joined by
the following classmates:
Robert Allison, Connell, Wash.
Margaret (Close) Nelson,
Davenport, Wash.
Daniel Fleming, Great Falls, Mont.
Dorothy (Harding) Kimbrell,
Alameda, Calif.
Loren Hatcher, Omak, Wash.
Ruby Hobson, Lewiston, Idaho
Helen (Ludwigson) Groves,
Spokane
Margaret (Robbins) Watson,
Spokane
Earleen (Schiewe) Lowry,
Spokane
Ralph Shanks, Napa, Calif.
Marie (Summers) Irwin, Moses
Lake,W\lsh.
Philip Walborn, Seattle, Wash.
Ann (Pillers) Krell, Placerville,
Calif. had expected to attend, but
her plans changed unexpectedly.
Three of the 24 graduates pictured
in the 1937 "Natsihi," Charles
Frazier, Virginia Larsen Roti, and
Audrey Simmons, are deceased.
Reunion events for the 50-year
alumni and members of the 50-Plus
Club included a Saturday luncheon
with President and Mrs. Mounce and
an informal party that evening at the
Mounce home. Red mortar boards
distinguished the 50-year graduates
as they marched and were seated
with the senior class and college
faculty during commencement
ceremonies in the Spokane Opera
House on Sunday.
"AWESTRUCK"
That's a one-word definition of
audiences at performances of The
Whitworth Choir as it made a swing
through the Palouse to Moscow and
Lewiston, Idaho, and Walla Walla,
Wash. While in Moscow, the
vocalists sang at a Moscow High
School fine arts assembly and did a
workshop with MHS's select choir.
The four-day tour concluded with
three performances in Richland,
- Wash. on Palm Sunday.
The choir, directed by Randi Von
Ellefson, also toured Western
Oregon and the Puget Sound area in
late january and early February,
garnering high praise and great
reviews. Chapel performances at
King's High School in Seattle and
Eastside Catholic High School in
Bellevue were included in the
schedule.
Selections from The Whitworth
Choir's 1987 tour are available on
cassette. Numbers include "0 Clap
Your Hands," "Of the Father's Love
Begotten," "Three American
Hymns," "Praise the Lord, 0 My
Soul," "A Child My Choice," "When
I Survey the Wondrous Cross,"
"Festival Te Deum," and "My God,
How Wonderful Thou Art."
To order your copy, send $7 per
cassette ($6/tape, $1/shipping and
handling) to: Whitworth Choir Tape,
Department of Music #33,
Whitworth College, Spokane, WA
99251. Make checks payable to
Whitworth College. Please include
your full mailing address.
WHEN WILL THEY BE BACK?
Spectators wanted to know when
they could hear the sensational
Wind and jazz Ensembles again.
Audiences were treated to
exceptional symphonic sounds from
the Wind Ensemble, and burst into
spontaneous applause when the
"saints came marching in" to the
unmistakable sounds of Dixieland.
jazz artists left their audiences
cheering and clapping for more all
along the nine-concert route which
also reached into four San joaquin
Valley high schools.
The ensembles, under the
direction of Dr. Richard V Evans,
played engagements in Eugene and
Medford, Ore., and Los Gatos,
Monterey, Lemoore, Fresno,
Sunnyvale, Novato and Fair Oaks,
Calif. during the Spring Break tour.
"THE SINGER"
While the band was in sunny
California, The Whitworth Players
drew warm responses from
appreciative audiences in chilly,
WHflWORTH CHOIR
snow-covered Colorado. "A
powerfel message" described The
Whitworth Players presentation of
Calvin Miller's "The Singer" adapted
especially for chamber theatre by
director Pat Stien. A narrative
retelling of the gospel story, "The
Singer" portrays the incarnation,
crucifixion and resurrection of
Christ, the Singer of the Song of life.
Each of the seven actors performed
several roles in the chancel drama.
The company's itinerary took
them to churches in littleton,
Colorado Springs, Evergreen,
Longmont, Greeley, Northglenn,
Golden, and Aurora, as well as
Denver.
Whitworth's fine arts tours are an
effective extension of the campus
into the communities they visit.
Watch for them next year!
Deaths
'30 lloyd "Smitty" Smith.january 10,
1987 in Walla Walla, Wash.
'31 Margaret (jamison} Knoll, October
11, 1986 in Spokane.
'49 Helen (Kristoffersen) Bachardy,
January 26,1987 in San Bernardino,
Calif.
'74 Glen R Hempleman, March 1, 1987 in
Spokane.
'83 Shirley M. Thttle, March 9, 1987 in
Spokane.
Marriages
'73 Ann Kough and Peter Braveman,
December 6, 1986 in Los Angeles,
Calif.
'83 Linda Gillingham and Daniel SCiaroni,
February 14, 1987 in Glendale, Calif.
Births
'72 Peter and Patsy Enkema, girl, Molly
Suzanne, born May 4, 1987
'73 Marilyn (Moffitt) and Ted Mattie,
boy, David William, born January 7,
1987.
'75 David and Katie (Campononico, '76)
Coleman, boy, Christopher David,
born January 17, 1987.
'78 Paul and Beth (Walker) Viren, girl,
Shawna Alene, born February 28,
1987.
Marshall and Margaret ('79)
Wattman-Thmer, girl, Megan Ruth,
born February 28;1987.
'79 Coos and Lisa (Gruenfeld, '81) Cill,
girl, Janna Michelle, born February 20,
1987.
Art and Lizette Beard, boy, Andrew
Charles, born April 24, 1987.
'81 Jim and Susan (Williamson) Craig,
girl, Ruth Eileen, born November 24,
1986.
'83 Barry and Erin (Brown) Adams, girl,
Elyse Ruth, born October 8, 1986.
'86 Susan (Shelfels) and lance
SChroeder, boy, Michael lance, born
March 25, 1986.
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ALUMNI RECRUITERS FOR
ADMISSIONS
The work of alumni volunteers in
several areas of admissions is greatly
appreciated. Below are names of
individuals who have been
instrumental in telling the
Whitworth story to potential
students through representation at
. college fairs and Whitworth
Information Nights (WIN's),
telephoning, hosting meetings in
their homes, and coordinating
special events.
Ash, Gal)' and Barb, '75
Kennewick, Wash.
Ashlock, Dennis, '64 and lin, '65
walnut Creek, calif.
Beard, Art, '79
cameron Park, calif.
Brekke, Gregg, '85
Missoula, Mont.
Call, Chris, '79 and Usa, '81
Salem, Ore.
Castner, sarah, '77
Salem, Ore.
Charles, Mike, '82 and Judy, '81
Phoenix, Ariz.
Chow, Mark, '76
Seattle, wash.
Coleman, Dave, '75 and Katie, '76
Sunnyvale, calif.
Cummings' Bond, Stuart and cathy, '76
Rancho Palos Verdes, calif.
Dale, Kurt, '85
Carmel, calif.
Deal, Jim and jeana, '86
Princeton, NJ.
Detrick, Renna, '83
Spokane, wash.
Dewhurst, Timothy, '69
Euless, Texas
Dixon, Mimi, '74
Golden, Colo.
Doughty, Galen, '75 and Betty, '74
Richland, wash.
Downs, Travis, '85
los Angeles, Calif.
Eaton, Phil, '65 and Sharon, '64
Phoenix, Ariz.
Edgsr, Jimm, '65
Oakland, calif.
Emery, Paul, '76
New Orleans, La.
Enkema, Peter, '72
Spokane, wash.
Fanslow, Bill, '83 and Annette, '81
Houston, Texas
Farley, Bruce, '72 and Debbie, '71
Spokane, Wash.
Fincham, Julie, '85
Bend, Ore.
Frimoth, Todd, '80
Portland, Ore.
Gayhart, Josilyn, '73
Redondo Beach, calif.
Gilchrist, George, '66
Anchorage, Alaska
Grant, Craig, '76
Thailand
Ammon, Sylvia, '56
Denver, Colo.
Haemmelmann, Keith, '76 and Jeanne, '79
Windsor, Colo.
Hardt, Richard, '72 and Vicky, '71
Marysville, Wash.
Hatch, Greg, '74
Spokane, Wash.
Hatch, Rand, '77
Uberty Lake, wash.
Heritage, Russell, '67
Ontario, Ore.
Hoback, Tom, '31 and Cindy, '77
Boulder, Colo.
Jamieson, Dean, '68
Kaiserslautern, West Germany
Kekuna, Curt, '70 and Rebecca, '71
Honolulu, Hawaii
Keturakat, Charlie, '72
Spokane, Wash.
Koenigsaecker, Scott, '75
Morags, calif.
Kwok, Borree, '84
Hong Kong
Lichty, Mark, '77 and Shannon, '79
Hillsboro, Ore.
Lindstrom, Ben, '63
Seattle, Wash.
MacDonald, Dan, '73
Seattle, wash.
Mason, Will, '77 and linda, '78
Deer Lodge, Mont.
Matthews, Eddie, '65
Seattle, wash.
McDonald, Phil, '52
Minneapolis, Minn.
Miller, Lanita, '75
Puyallup, Wash.
Mitchell, O. L, '58
Seattle, Wash.
Moomaw, Shelly, '83
Ialolla, Calif.
Neufeld, Jeff, '80
Lafayette, calif.
Newell, Dan, '79, and Betsy, '76
Eugene, Ore.
Nunley, Michael, '67 and Betsy, '68
phoenix, Ariz.
Pascoe, Dave, '76, and Debbie, '75
Spokane, Wash.
Phillips, Thomas, '58 and Carolyn, '57
Gillette, wyo.
poes-Benson, Steve and Phoebe, '81
Littleton, Colo.
Powell, Elizabeth, '77
Philadelphia, Penn.
Purvis-Smith, 'Ierryl, '66
Dearborn, Mich.
Rettig, Janet, '64
Spokane, Wash.
Riley, Ed, '80 and Renee, '81
seattle, wash.
Robbins, Jon, '72
Martinez, Calif.
Robblee, David, '62
Bellevue, Wash.
Sauls, Kent, '84
littleton, Colo.
Sharpe, Bud, '78
Snohomish, Wash.
Sherer, Sue Ellen, '80
Rochester, NY.
Sherwood, Bill, '84
San Francisco, calif.
Shriver, Jack, '63
Pleasanton, calif.
Shrumm, Norm, '77
Dublin, calif.
Solt, Debbie, '81
Aurora, Colo.
Srava, Sandra, '63
Tulsa, Okla.
Stewart, Jim, '65 and sara, '66
Yakima, wash.
Stonebraker, Peter, '67
Vallejo, calif.
Storm, Kim and Anne, '74
Newport Beach, Calif.
Symons, Art, '51 and Glenna, '53
Centralia, Wash.
Tatayon, Sheila, '84
Sacramento, Calif.
Taylor, Tom, '84
los Angeles, Calif
Thieme, Dan, '79
Seattle, wash.
Thompson, Leon, '63
Concord, calif.
Thorpe, Glenn, '67 and Eugenia, '69
Denver, Colo.
Traylor, Gayla, '81
Honolulu, Hawaii
Vaughn, Dave, '77 and Tammy, '80
Spokane, Wash.
Veldhuizen, Tim, '85
loveland, Colo.
Votaw, Dave, '74 and Cheryl, '75
Healdsburg, calif.
Ward, Robert and Joyce, '55
Dallas, Texas
Warren, Genece, '54
Virginia Beach, Va.
washbum, Bev, '61
Bothell, Wash.
Weddle, Craig, '74
Spokane, Wash.
Wilcox, Jennifer, '86
Denver, Colo.
Willard, Kaye Eileen, '75
Claremore, Okla.
Winget, Sherry, '83
Honolulu, Hawaii
Wolfer, Gary, '65 and Janet, '66
Denver, Colo.
Young, Pam, '86
los Angeles, calif.
If you'd like to be a part of
the alumni volunteer program for
admissions, please let us know,
Alumni Notebook
.1940
Mary (Koper) Chaffee lives at Westminster
Gardens in Duarte, Calif. Before her
retirement, Mary was a Presbyterian
missionary in Asia, utilizing her skills in
choral and instrumental music in Thailand
in particular. She soloed in and directed
many dramatic and religious works in
Bangkok.
1945
members of First Presbyterian Church of
Westminster.
1947
Florence "Bonnie" (WYdness) and Ralph
Galloway are missionaries in Cameroun,
working specifically with the Basic Rural
Health Project. Project officials teach village
health workers to make and maintain good
water sources. The Galloways received
training in Morocco, and later recuperated
in a johannesburg hospital following an
arrack by thieves during a visit there.
Phyllis (Dubois) Shrauger teaches
elementary school in Hoquiam, Wash. A
member of the Hoquiam City Council since
1969, Phyllis is past state president of the
Association of Washington Cities. She also
sings dramatic roles in "Driftwood Players,"
a local theatre group.
-Bruce D. Finlayson, Garden Grove, Calif.,
retired in May following 30 years of service
with Rockwell International. Manager of
administration and programs at the time of
his retirement, Bruce has served in several
capacities, including president of Rockwell
LosAngeles chapter of the National
Management Association. In addition, he
v,raschairman of the board for all Rockwell
chapters in Southern California. He and his
Wife, Helen (Bovee, '44) are active
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1951
Harvey and Corinne (Weber, '50) Polley
will return to zaire in August for a final two
years of service there with the American
Baptist Churches International Ministries.
Commissioned. as educational missionaries
28 years ago in Cincinnati, Ohio, the Polleys
first served in what was then the Belgian
Congo. A home assignment brought them
back to Spokane last winter.
1953
Larry Clark is a staff writer for In Other
Word<, a wycliffe Bible Translators
publication. He and his Wife, Nancy, make
their home in Santa Ana, Calif.
1956
in Bangkok, Thailand. In April, 1986 she was
chairman of the Thailand Organizing
Committee for the Fifth ASEANYouth Music
Workshop held in Bangkok.
1960
Pat (Wilde) Braten plays piano and organ
for her church and looks after a small farm
near Outlook, wash.
1961
Salsuree (Vatcharakiet) Chutikul is
Secretary General of the National Youth
Bureau for the Office of the Prime Minister
Priscilla Small enjoyed a four-day reunion
last Christmas with Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
Johnston and Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Redmond in Mexico City and Vera Cruz.
Over 25 years ago, Priscilla was a home
economics student of Mal)' (Boppell)
Johnston and a member of Howard
Redmond's Old Testament class.
---
1978ClASS OF 1945
Dr. Dorothy Munce
MUNCE
In the early 19405 a yOW1g woman came
ro Whitworth College from the town of
Two Dot, Montana. She graduated in 1945
with a B.S. in biology and entered medical
school ::U the University of Washington,
receiving her degree in 1950. After her
internship she left the United Stares and
traveled to India. Thirty-three years later
she is 5tH! there, working in a mission
hospital.
"It was while I was at Whirnronh that I
really came into a personal relationship
with the Lord Jesus Christ as Savior," Dr.
Dorothy Munce writes in a letter to retired
registrar Estella Baldwin, "and also in my
third year felt that the Lord was calling me
to the mission field."
Dr. Munce works at the Christian
hospital in Narsapur, on the east coast of
India near the mouth of the Godavari
River. Supported by the Brethrens
Assemblies, the hospital has 200 beds and
deals mostly with obstetrical and
gynecological cases. From a newsletter to
her sponsoring churches written in
February, plus the letter to Estella Baldwin,
we get a glimpse of life at the mission
hospital.
"At the present I am the only expatriate
doctor," Dr. Munce writes. "We have an
Indian medical superintendent and about
eight other Indian doctors."
Keeping trained doctors and nurses has
been a problem at Narsapur this year. Dr.
Munce reports that one junior woman
1963
Dee Ann (Batchelder) Garletts is
owner/manager of Northwest Real Log
Homes in Issaquah, Wash.
1964
Steve Goodenow is a private investigator in
Honolulu, Hawaii. An account of a bitter 10"
year custody battle heavy with innuendoes
of murder, intrigue and organized crime
appeared in the April 14, 1987 issue of the
Honolulu Star Bulletin. Steve, now a defense
team investigator in the case, was credited
with discovering the whereabouts of the
child on an obscure Pacific island in 1978
doctor left on Christmas Day after giving
24 hours' notice. But a young doctor about
to finish his training at the Christian
Medical College in Vellore was expected
to start his "bond period" at the Narsapur
hospital in March.
Nurses are essential because the
Narsapur hospital runs a training school
for nurses.
"We are still very short of more highly-
trained nursing personnel," Dr. Munce
writes to her sponsors. "Do pray for more
nursing instructors for the training school."
To receive further training, hospital
personnel are sometimes sent out of the
country. Dr. Munce mentions a Dr. Sarah,
"our converted Hindu," who hopes to go
to Dublin, Ireland, for a 6-monrh post-
graduate course in obstetrics and
gynecology. Two other doctors received
post-graduate courses in Dublin, and the
hospital helped sponsor a nursing student
to continue her studies in a Ph.D. program
in Edinburgh. Unfortunately, the woman
did not return to Narsapur, but accepted a
post at the Assemblies of God hospital in
Calcutta.
Dr. Munce also mentions the
evangelism work that goes on at the
hospital. Last February, one of Billy
Graham's associate evangelists, Dr. Abdul
Haqq, visited the hospital and led
meetings.
"Twenty of our student nurses went
forward to dedicate their lives to the Lord,"
Dr. Munce reports.
last summer, during a "mini-furlough,"
Dr. Munce visited Spokane and her alma
mater. john Carlson, retired mathematics
professor, drove her around campus and
calked to her about her work.
"Dr. Munce is as concerned with the
spiritual welfare of her patients as she is
with their physical welfare," Carlson says.
"She is a fine, outgoing person."
On her return trip to India, Dr. Munce
stopped in TOkyo to visit her brother,
Warfield, a missionary in japan who also
attended Whiworth. When she returned to
Narsapur, she discovered that a cyclone
had hit the area and caused a flood which
submerged many villages and rice fields.
But because of the Lord's goodness, Dr.
Munce writes, the flood waters did not
enter the hospital compound.
She concludes in her letter to Estella
Baldwin, "I thank tbe Lord for the way he
has blessed me and kept me all these
years."
Dorothy Munce's address is: Narsapur
Christian Hospital, Narsapur, W.G. District,
AP., INDIA 534 275
and returning him to his father, who was
eventually granted custody.
1970
jeannie R Sabisron, Redmond, Wash., is a
flight attendant for United Airlines. Her
home base is Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport. jeannie graduated from Moody
Bible Institute's one year advanced studies
program in Chicago in 1986.
Marilyn Hoyt is director of development
for the New York Hall of Science in Corona,
NY Her husband, Dan Wharton, is a
geneticist for the Bronx Zoo. Thev have
three daughters and a son. '
1971
Karen (Anderson) Poppett is a freelance
writer. She resides in Yucaipa, Calif.
Michael Kalian's name appeared in
Michael Conant's "City lights" column in
the February 25, ]987 edition of the Seattle
Post- Intelligencer: "Local boy makes good:
About half the population of Brush Prairie, a
fanning town of about 500 souls near
Vancouver, will reportedly board an Amtrak
train March 7, headed for the Seattle Home
Show in the Kingdome. Reason: Michael
Kalian, an ex-Brush Prairie farm boy who
once milked several cows each morning
before heading off to school. Kalian is new
managing director of the Home Show,
succeeding father-in-law W. G. 'Bill'
McDonald, who is the show's executive
producer. Kalian says he hasn't dodged cow
pies for years. Now he drives a Porsche and
plays racquetball."
1973
Ann Kough is vice president and general
counsel for Pacific Triangle Management
Corporation in Beverly Hills. She and her
husband, Peter Braveman, along with Peter's
daughter, Ann, make their home in Los
Angeles.
1975
Michael James Kimura Angevine is the
recently appointed director of the Master of
Arts in Values program and assistant
professor of sociology of religion at San
Francisco Theological Seminary. Prior to his
new assignment, Michael was assistarr lean
and director of the interracial cross-cu. rral
education program and member of the
faculty of religion and society at the
Graduate Theological Union in Berkek-v.
1976
Dean Chu lives in Honolulu, Hawaii, where
he is neighborhood assistant for the City
and County of Honolulu.
Paul and janet McLarren continue their
work with W)rcliffe Bible Translators, having
established residence in North Africa in the
early spring. Mail reaches them at Box 222
in Gibraltar, Europe.
1977
jack Lindberg manages Street Music, Inc., a
record and instrument store in downtown
Spokane. He also performs in a concert and
dance band specializing in traditional music
from Scotland, Ireland and America.
SCott Morris, lives in Washougal, Wash.
He sells life insurance and performs with a
folk/gospel quartet.
Mark Cutshall, Seattle, writes and
publishes "Life Stories," pocket-size gospel
messages and personal testimonials.
Carol (Simonson) Danielson is associate
pastor of First Presbyterian Church in Fort
Wayne, Ind. While at Princeton Seminary
Carol sang in the seminary choir. In Fort
Wayne she sings in the Philharmonic chorus
and works with a new chamber group which
performs material ranging from Renaissance
to jazz.
Marshall and Margaret ('79) Waltman-
Thmer reside in Clatskanie, Ore., where
Marshall is pastor of United Methodist
Church. Marshall attended Pacific School of
Religion and interned at Trinity Methodist
Church in Berkeley prior to coming to the
Clatskanie church in ]986. The Wartman-
Turners have a son, Brian jacob, 3, and an
infant daughter, Megan Ruth.
Sarah Stephens was ordained by the
Presbyterian Church (USA) last July 12. She
currently lives in New York City, where she
is consultant to the church's advisory
council on church and society, staffing their
task force on Christian obedience in a
nuclear age. She is also assistant to the
director of the human rights office at the
National Council of Churches and serves as
parish associate at Good Shepherd-Faith
Presbyterian Church, a small, biracial
congregation in mid-town Manhattan.
Karen (Wise) Ward lives in Fallbrook,
Calif., where she is involved in many aspects
of music ministry with her husband, George.
They have recorded several of their projects
through MRC, a division of Maranatha Music.
Karen continues to study voice and is
learning bass guitar.
1979
Ivan Brink writes that he and Denise
Wheeler will be married September 5, 1987,
at Denise's home church in Oregon City,
are. Classmate Alice (Bartley) Chambers
and Andy Lindahl, '81, will be matron of
honor and best man. Van and Denise invite
all their Whiworth friends to join them, in
particular the Hobjob Christian Concerns
Theme Dorm from J 978-79'
Mary Ann (Meshar) and John Williams
make their home in Boynton Beach, Fla.
where Mary Ann is organist at First
Presbyterian Church. In May of 1986, she
helped present a concert of newly
discovered Bach choral preludes for pipe
organ, a program which was featured in
"American Organist."
1980
David and jeanne Underwood live in Winter
Park, Colo., where Dave is conference
director for YMCA of the Rockies. jeanne
teaches YMCA aerobics and is a dental
assistant in Wimer Park. The Underwoods
enjoy skiing, hiking and mountain biking in
the mountains west of Denver.
Cindy Marsh, Spokane, is a secretary for
Washington Water Power Company. She has
two daughters, Becky, 5, and Mandy, 4.
1981
Brian Best lives in Washington, D.C., where
he works for Amnesty International USA.
Classmate Rebecca Staebler, another D.C.
resident, is coordinator for one of the
Amnesty adoption groups.
Randy Working is enrolled in the Master
of Divinity program at Fuller Theological
Seminary in Pasadena, Calif. He and his wife,
Evelyne, have a 2-year-old daughter, lauren.
1982
RusseU Working, Randy's brother, is a
reporter for The Daily Courier in Grams
Pass, Ore. Russ won the 1986 Iowa Short
Fiction award. His book, "Resurrectionists,"
I;\"J.S published by the University of Iowa
Press in April.
17
1983
Peter Bozek was recently awarded a
master's degree in chemistry from cal Poly-
san Luis Obispo, became engaged to his
long-time sweetheart, Anita Smith, and
earned his private pilot's license. All this
since the first ofJanuary, Pete's San Luis
Obispo roommate, Pete Shock, reports!
Steve and Amy Brown make their home
in Portland, Ore. Steve, who "mothballed his
skiis in exchange for a shelf full of law
books," just completed his first year of law
school at Lewis and Clark Amy is a nurse at
St. Vincent Hospital's intensive care unit.
Nary Lt. Kent R. Aitcheson was recently
deployed to the Westem Pacific with Attack
Squadron-Io'S, Naval Air Station, Whidbey
Island, Wash., embarked aboard the aircraft
carrier USS Kitty Hawk. Duting the
deployment, Aitcheson will participate in
several naval exercises. A port call will be
made to the Philippines.
Karen C. Weber is volunteer coordinator
for Mercy Sanjuan Hospital in Carmichael,
Calif. She lives in Citrus Heights.
John B. Owen has been promoted from
ensign to lieutenant junior grade in the u.s.
Navy. He and his wife, Shelly (Frase) make
their home in Hermosa Beach, Calif.
Barry and Erin (Brown) Adams live in
Irvine, Calif. Barry is an attorney for Rutan
and Tucker in Cosr.aMesa. He and Erin have
. a daughter, Elyse Ruth, born last October.
Nancy (Eng) and Bruce MacNeill make
their home in Richmond, Va. Nancy is a
graduate student at the Presbyterian School
of Christian Education, and Bruce is a
respiratory therapist at the Medical College
of Virginia. Nancy, a member of the General
Assembly Advisory Committee on
Evangelism, is a seminary delegate to
General Assembly this year.
1984
Kendra Howe is a public relations assistant
for Floathe and Associates, Inc. of Bellevue,
Wash. Prior to her position with Floathe,
Kendra was a public relations consultant for
another Bellevue firm and a writer/accoum
coordinator for two Spokane agencies.
Recently selected from a pool of 300
applicants, Kendra helps coordinate client
and agency projects and provides media
relations support.
Michael Fenians serves as minister of
youth and music at North Hill Christian
Church in Spokane and plans to enter
seminary this fall to prepare for full-time
ministry.
1985 1986
Douglas McFalls works at Club Med on
Paradise Island, Nassau in the Bahamas.
Mark Oordt is attending Fuller seminary's
graduate school of psychology in Pasadena,
Calif.
Margaret M. Morris makes her home in
Portland, Ore., where she is church school
coordinator for Mt. Tabor Presbyterian
Church.
Timothy and Juanita (BuItr) Loney leave
Spokane in June for Iowa, where Tim has
been accepted to Dubuque Theological
seminary. Juanita has been secretary in
Whitworth's chemistry department and Tim
has worked at a local supermarket while
their future plans became definite. The
Loneys have a year-old son, Bjorn.
Jay Ratcliffe lives in the San Francisco
suburb of El Grenada. He arrived there via
jobs in Brussels, Belgium, Salt Lake City and
the u.s. Pavilion at Expo '86 in Vancouver,
B.c. His present position is with SANE, the
committee for a sane nuclear policy.
John N. Emi is finishing his master's
degree in telecommunication and film at
the University of Oregon in Eugene. He
plans to begin work on a doctorate.
Today in Sports
Baseball:
Cinderella Team
Caught Out After
Midnight
Itwas close. Very close. But the
Pirates were knocked out of a
chance to play in the NAIAWorld
Series by their own secret weapon
- the ninth inning rally.
The Hawaii-Hilo Vulcans learned
a lesson from the Bucs' habit of
come-from-behind victories and
fashioned theit own last minute win
in the Area I finals to end
Whitworth's season.
After finishing the regular season
with a 19-20 record, the Bucs took
on Central Washington University in
the District I playoffs. On the first
day, they split the initial two games
in a pitcher's nightmare that
featured 16 home runs, 69 hits and
55 runs. In the third game,'1:he
Pirates found themselves behind 5-4
with two down in the ninth.
With Coach SCott McQuilkin's talk
about "battling back" in mind,
outfielder SCott Barkley hit a two-
run single to win the deciding game
6-5. Taking a page out of the New
York Giants playbook, the team
celebrated by treating McQuilkin to
a shower from a giant cooler of ice
wate"
Moving up to the double
elimination Area I playoffs in
Portland, the Bucs squared off
against Hawaii-Hilo, The Vulcans
won the first game 10-5, but the
Bucs fought back for a 8-6 victory to
send the tournament into a late
night finale.
Shortly after midnight, with the
Pirates just one out away from their
first World Series in 27 years, Vulcan
Steve Takushi hammered a home
run to edge past Whitworth 6-5.
While the big prize eluded them,
the Bucs took home other honors.
First baseman Ryan Clements,
second baseman Troy Anderson and
Barkley were all named to the AlI-
NAIAArea I team. Clements finished
the regular season and playoffs with
a .479 batting average and 67 RBI's.
Anderson ended up with a .430
average, while Barkley set a new
mark of 13 home runs for the full
season.
And for his efforts, which
included sutviving a cold shower
and bringing home the District I
championship, Coach McQuilkin
was named NAIADistrict I Coach of
the Year.
BARKLEY, CLEMENTS
NCAAtop ten. He will be an
associate professor at Whitworth in
athletics, physical education and
geography.
• jo Wagstaff, capping her third
season at Whitworth, was selected
NAIADistrict I Women's Tennis
Coach of the Year at the district
tournament in Ellensburg, Wash.
The honor came after a third place
finish by the Bucs in the seven-team
tournament. The team ended the
SportsNotes
• James Ferguson, assistant athletic
director for student setvices at
Arizona State University, was named
as Whitworth's new athletic director
recently. Before going to ASU in
1983, he led Oregon State
University's golf program. There he
was PAC8 Coach of the Year in
1975-76 and 1976-77, both years
when the OSU teams finished in the
Lashinski Throws
for National
Championship
When Barb Iashinski lets loose,
get out of the way. The freshman
javelin thrower set a national record
with a 169' 7" toss to win the event
at the recent NAJANational Track
and Field Championships in
Russellville, Ark.
Lashinski becomes Whitworth's
first women's track and field
national champion after surpassing
the old record of 168' 2" set by
Carol Wester of Pacific Lutheran
University in 1986. A native of
Okanogan, Wash., Lashinski already
owned the District I javelin title and
second place in the discus from the
tournament in Ellensburg, Wash.
this spring.
Her accomplishment brings
Coach Arnie Tyler's total to 13 AlI-
Americans, three national
champions and two national records
in just six years.
Also eaming All-American status
at Nationals were hammer throwers
Arnie Tyler Jr. (175' 2 1/4") and Tim
Jacobson (174' 10 3/4") for their
fifth and sixth place finishes. Gwen
Keiser, who claimed the District I
heptathlon title, eamed eighth in
the javelin at Nationals. She and Kari
Jacobson, who took eighth in the
heptathlon, received Honorable
Mention All-American awards. Gary
Knowlton completed the team's
results with a tenth place finish in
the decathlon.
Senior Annette Helling coasted to
an easy win in the 400-meter
hurdles at the District I meet and
was ranked third in the country
before Nationals, but a pulled
hamstring in a preliminary heat
knocked her out of the competition.
Tyler and Keiser were named
Academic All-Americans for the
second year in a row, a fitting
complement to their Whitworth
Outstanding Senior Male and
Female Athlete awards, presented at
the Senior Honors Forum.
Hammer throwers nail down claims
by John Blanchette
Spokane Spokesman-Review by permission
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TYLER, JACOBSON
The classroom is a timbered plot
tucked away behind the football
field, a typically rustic campus
setting where Whitworth College
has managed to combine the lofty
goals of higher education with a
practical side effect.
They've produced two All-
Americans and six cords of
firewood.
They did it with a hammer. Also
with axes, chainsaws, trowels, drills,
screwdrivers, pliers and a cement
truck.
What once was merely God's little
acre is now the province of Arnie
Tyler and Tim Jacobson and their
hammer-throwing cohorts on the
Whitworth track and field team,
which has carved out a small-but-
growing reputation in this
somewhat arcane athletic discipline.
The Pirates are off to the NAJA
District I championships in
Ellensburg - and with four of the
district's top nine throwers,
nowhere will the Bucs make a
bigger mark than in the hammer.
Of course, not much in track and
field makes a bigger mark than a 16-
pound ball attached to about three
feet of wire. .
'We used to throw over there,"
said Tyler, pointing across the Pine
Bowl to another wooded sector.
"One of the trees is about six-to-
eight feet shorter because the wire
on the hammer wrapped around it
~ at about three inches in diameter
- and just took it off."
season with an 11-7 record, up from
1-14 just two years ago.
Wagstaff would like to see the
team make it to Nationals someday,
but she emphasizes keeping tennis
in perspective. "I want (the players)
to work hard at it, but enjoy the
work. Iwant tennis to be a release
from their studies and stresses," she
said.
• The men's tennis team came out
of the NAJA District 1 tournament in
huge - and because I thought I
could beat people at it." As a junior
last year, he took the school record
up to 181-7 and placed sixth at the
NAJA nationals.
This season, Jacobson arrived
from the Community Colleges of
Spokane, became Whitworth's
second hammer All-American with a
fourth in the indoor 35-pound
weight and then two weeks ago
absconded with Tyler's school
record, upping it to 183-4.
Neither is the favorite at district
- Central Washington's Jon
Torrence has thrown 187-10 - but
they rank third and sixth on the
national NAJA list.
"We've both put in a lot of work,"
said Tyler, "and I expect that that's
going to show here in the next
couple of weeks. I'd llke to see both
of us over 180 or 190."
Jacobson, a junior from Richland,
has already improved 24 feet this
season, a jump he credits to training
with Tyler daily.
"It's my first year of really being
coached in the event," he said.
"Arnie's got me thinking in the ring
instead of just trying to just throw
the heck out of it. He's done
wonders for my concentration and
confidence."
'Too much," Tyler grumbled,
only half in jest.
But Tyler has dealt with
distractions before. He's the rare
college athlete who has completed
degree requirements ~ in physics
and math - in a tidy four years.
And he's done it while starting a
family - he and wife Melissa have
two children.
"The hammer is my play time,"
he said. "That's about all the time
I've got."
That's another common bond.
LastJune, Jacobson married the
former Kari Near, a do-everything
track athlete at the Community
Colleges of Spokane who quite
likely will give Whitworth the only
husband-wife team at nationals,
where she'll compete in the
heptathlon. The adjustment - to
married life and a new school -has
been substantial.
But certainly Jacobson's throwing
hasn't suffered. In addition to the
hammer, he's thrown the discus
171-2 and qualified for nationals in
that event, too.
"But I'm pretty much a hammer
thrower now," he said. "It's amazing
how far I've come. I remember
seeing Arnie throw 160 feet when 1
was a freshman throwing 115 and
thinking, 'I'll never throw that far.'
After this year, anything seems
possible."
Whether that's 200 feet or a ring-
front condo on Whitworth's back 40,
only the squirrels know for sure.
At another throwing site, behind
rhe fieldhouse, Tyler brought down
two power lines.
"One was dead," he said. 'The
other sent sparks flying."
It didn't go up for campus vote,
but one live wire pulled rank on a
few dead pines. The unused forest
in back of Graves Gym was eyed
somewhat lustfully by Tyler and
Jacobson, who saw a home in a
stand of timber.
'They did all the work," said Jim
Luton, a freshman who's just taking
up the event. 'They cut down eight
or nine trees, poured the slab and
leveled it and built the ring - their
names are in the cement. They're
pretty dedicated, that's for sure."
They even built a sturdy bridge
over an empty drainage ditch that
separates the ring from the landing
area. A few more trees may still have
to come down. Occasionally, an off-
center throw sounds something like
an errant tee shot at Indian Canyon.
Usually when a hammer thrower
talks about laying a solid
foundation, he means weightlifting,
not landscaping.
In any case, the hammer is out of
Sight at Whitworth, but by no means
out of mind.
It was Tyler - the son of
Whitworth coach Arnie Tyler Sr. -
who brought it out of the woods. A
48-foot high school shot putter, he
gravitated toward the hammer
"because you didn't have to be
fifth place. "1 thought the team
played - both individually and in
doubles - really up to their
potential," Coach Ross Cutter said.
Kirk Rector made it to the third
round before losing in split sets,
and Willy Stewart joined Rector in
advancing to the third round of the
doubles competition.
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Up8rComing
7~ Working with Abused Children and
Augl4 Families ~
II ~I 4 Athletic Sports Foundation Volleyball
Camp
12~18 Elderhostel II
17~I 9 Alumni Weekend
19~24 Beginning Handbells
20~24 Beginning Computer camp for
Children & Young Adults (I) 9 a.m..
noon
20~25 Institute of Ministry
20~3 I Pine Camp, session 2
20~31 Swimming Lessons, session 2
25~16Fukutake ESL Program
27~31 Beginning Computer camp for
Children & Young Adults (II) 9 a.m-
noon
27 ~31 Intermediate Computer Camp for
Children &Young Adults, I p.m~ ~4
p.m.
27~31 Creativity, Communication and Fun
(Gifted ages 6~9), 9,30 am-noon
27~31 Writing For Fun (Gifted ages IO~14),
9 a.m. noon
Academic Calendar
September
5 Dorms open at I p.rn.
6-7 Orientation
8 Advising Day
9 Registration
9 Evening Classes begin
IO Day Classes begin
11 Convocation, 11:15 a.m.
1987 Summer Seminars &. Conferences
Jone
12~16 Christian College Coalition
I3~14John Knox Presbyterian Youth
l5~ 19 Teacher/Parent Workshop, 8 a.m.. I
p.m.
20~26Jr. Olympic Soccer Camp (17, 18 yr.
old girls)
21~26Whitwortb Swim camp
27~7 Junior Olympic Soccer Camp (15 yr.
old boys)
28~4 Elderhostel I
29~I Astro camp (Gifted ages 9~12)
30~3 Imagination Fun for Early Learners
(Gifted ages 4-6) 9,30 am-noon
Angust
3~14 Pine Camp, session 3
3~14 Swimming Lessons, session 3
7~8 Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints
9~I3 Chorale Festival
ALUMNI WEEKEND
July 17·19, 1987
For registration information call the Alumni Office:
(509) 466-3217, ext. 376.
July
6~17 Pine camp, session I
6~17 Swimming Lessons, session I
